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Beauty Has
 No Size

TREND REPORT: 
SPECIAL SIZING

 
With more opportunity than ever 
before, NOW is the time to invest. 

So why now? What’s changed in the market to give way to a huge opportunity in inclusive sizing?  
The demand has always existed, with the average American women more likely to be a size 
16 than a size 2,1 but we’re finally starting to see brands and retailers address this whitespace 
opportunity by embracing body positivity in their marketing and product assortments. In this 
report, we examine the shifting lexicon, behavior of trends in the plus market, social buzz from 

influencer marketing, and influx of new players competing for market share.

What’s next for special sizing? There’s no slowing down this pandora’s box so expect continued 
innovation with new players entering the space, from subscription styling to made to order, and 

a race to capture share of the voice with authentic marketing and inclusive messaging.

 
1. http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17543266.2016.1214291?journalCode=tfdt20&
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LEXICON & terminology
 

The language that surrounds plus-sizing is changing as 
consumers and influencers alike are pushing brands to 
do away with labels that emphasize the ‘otherness’ of plus 
size bodies. In fact, the average American woman is more 
likely to be a size 16 than a size 2.1  Champions for the 
cause suggest brands should omit the disparate categories 
altogether and promote body-type inclusivity instead. As a 
result, a slew of body-inclusive terminology has emerged 
online and on social.

 

“Curvy models are becoming 
more and more vocal about 
the isolating nature of the 

term ‘plus size.’ We are calling 
ourselves what we want to be 
called — women, with shapes 

that are our own.” 
- Ashley Graham 
(TedXBerkleeValencia, 2015)

The massively successful campaign #DropThePlus led several 
major brands to take notice of consumers’ fast-changing lexicon 
this year. 

Most other brands continue to distinguish between sizing, 
albeit with more body-positive spins. 

ModCloth: dropped the plus size delineation from their 
assortment organization entirely, a decision that executives say 
has been great for business.3
K-Mart: recently renamed their plus size category “Fabulously 
Sized.” 4

Nordstrom: pledged to integrate their denim, ready-to-wear, 
swimwear and activewear collections irrespective of size. 5

ASOS, Boohoo and Fashion Nova are among several popular 
e-commerce brands to adopt the better-received ‘Curve’ title 
instead. 
Men’s Retailers: tend to demarcate their special sizing 
sections using terms such as big, tall, broad, and special sizing.

Hip(s) | Full-Figured | Life-Sized | Inbetweenies 2

These are among the fastest emerging of the new terms 
within the community. 
Thick | BBW (Big Beautiful Women)
These terms have entered pop culture’s mainstream 
vernacular.
Curvy
The second-most prevalent term among consumers, 
influencers and brands. 

The term ‘curve’ drives more 
social buzz than the term 
‘plus size.’  Posts mentioning 
‘curvy jeans’ have 27x more 
post engagement than ‘plus 

size jeans.’

In spite of the popularity of these 
newer terms, the standard term 
‘plus size’ ranked #1 in search 
volume among the special sizing 
category with over 543,000 average 
weekly searches for related terms 

in the month of November. 

Trending Terms #DropThePlus

Popular Hashtags in the Last Year:
(July 2016 - July 2017)

1. http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17543266.2016.1214291?journalCode=tfdt20&
2. https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2015/nov/10/language-plus-size-modelling-fashion?CMP=fb_g
3.  https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/modcloth-drops-plus-size_us_56143008e4b0f91bb3b714df
4.  https://www.usmagazine.com/stylish/news/kmart-now-calling-plus-size-clothing-fabulously-sized-w502584/
5.  https://www.glamour.com/story/nordstrom-new-store-concept-petite-plus-denim
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vs.

vs.

MISSY: AUR of $66.40 | 38% selling at full price | 85% selling below $100
PLUS:  AUR of $35.14 / 43% of the product assortment selling at full price, in comparison to 33% for all plus tops. 
The AUR for plus choker tops is nearly half that of missy.

The Choker Top

MISSY:  AUR of $122.27 | 49% selling at full price | 34% selling above $100 | 65% selling below $100 | Social actions down 1.4X to LY.
PLUS:  AUR of $52.57 | 37% selling at full price | 93% selling below $100 | Online searches up 36% to LY. 
White space opportunity to offer a greater selection of ripped jeans for the plus market. 

Off  The Shoulder Dress

Ripped Jeans

As we analyze trends in the plus size market, some key 
points of difference emerge. Firstly, our data shows that 
trends in the plus size apparel market are at about a six 
month to one year lag behind the corresponding trend 
curve in the missy market. So, while a trend may be 
starting to decline for missy, brands focused on inclusive 
sizes still have an opportunity to capitalize on the trend 
pre-peak. Due to the lack of plus size offerings in the 
luxury and premium markets, we see significantly lower 
AURs and higher discounted rates for plus size trends.
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CHOKER TOP PLUS SIZE CHOKER TOP

PLUS SIZE OFF THE SHOULDER DRESS

MISSY: AUR of $345.65 | 43% selling at full price | 57% selling above $100 | Social actions down ~10,000 actions to this time LY. 
PLUS: AUR of $80.64 | 43% of product assortment selling at full price | 74% selling below $100 | Social actions grown 7x to LY.
Clear white space opportunity to invest in Plus OTS dress styles.

OFF THE SHOULDER DRESS

RIPPED JEANS PLUS SIZE RIPPED JEANS

vs.
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vs.

ANALYZING trends 

vs.

Mature +21% Growing +43%

Mature +10% Growing +36%

Declining -31% Growing +160%

Additionally, customer demand for key items in the 
plus market can contradict the overall market. For 
instance, while searches for “Peplum Dress” have 
been declining for the past 5 years, this is still a 
relevant silhouette and could even be considered 
a core basic for plus brands. This is reflected in the 
percent of products selling at full price, with 64% of 
peplums selling at full price for plus size brands vs. 
45% at full price in the women’s apparel market.
Below are three comparisons illustrating the different 
adoption patterns in the plus size vs. missy market.
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https://app.trendalytics.co/#/trend/choker_top
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/trend/plus_size_choker_top
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/trend/plus_size_off_the_shoulder_dress
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/trend/off_the_shoulder_dress
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/trend/ripped_jeans
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/trend/plus_size_ripped_jeans


Brands are using influencers to 
drive body positive messages to 
the public, as the right influencer 
can dramatically increase a 
brand’s relevancy, credibility, and 
sales.  As with anything in fashion 
though, the fit must be perfect. 
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INFLUENCER craze

Our data recommends monitoring rising stars: Hunter McGrady, Gabriella Lascano,  Amina Mucciolo, Nabela Noor; all 
with the most significant growth in social actions per post from last year. 

Those dominating the plus size market with the greatest number of  engagements per post include Ashley Graham,  
followed by Jordyn Woods, Iskra Lawrence, Tess Holliday, Lilli Luxe, and Ash Alexis.

1. Data Reflects November - Decmeber 2017, compared to November - December 2016.

The Key Players

The Rising Stars

Influencers such as Jordyn Woods, 
Nabela Noor, and Amina Mucciolo 
not only develop a loyal following 
from their own accounts, but also 

drive high social actions when they 
are featured in sponsored posts. The 

social buzz these influencers generate 
outpaces their own social media 

following.  These are the influencers to 
invest in!

 

Established influencers in the 
market still have their followers 
on Faceboook, while rising stars 

have their fans almost exclusively 
on instagram.

1 
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https://app.trendalytics.co/#/brand/huntermcgrady
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/brand/gabriellalascano
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/brand/aminamucciolo
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/brand/nabelanoor
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/brand/ashleygraham
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/brand/jordynwoods
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/brand/iskralawrence
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/brand/tessholliday
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/brand/lilliluxe
https://app.trendalytics.co/#/brand/ashalexiss


MAKING headlines
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The Plus Size Face in Beauty:
The inclusion of plus size models in campaigns is more prevalent 
than ever before.  Notable examples include Paloma Elsesser in 
Glossier’s Body Hero campaign, Marquita Pring in L’Oreal’s True 
Match Foundation Campaign, and Alessandra Garcia in Wet n’ 
Wild’s Generation of Wild campaign. Rihanna’s Fenty Beauty 
featured curvy models and women of color, and Sephora’s 2017 
holiday campaign featured store employees in place of models.

Finding The Right Fit:
With a base of loyal followers, influencers serve as the 21st 
century version of word-of-mouth advertising.  Followers trust and 
value the recommendations of their chosen influencer, eliminating 
feelings of being sold to.  Authenticity and sincerity is essential in 
fostering this relationship, as paid promotions are easily detectable.1 

Christian Siriano Fall 2017
Iskra Lawrence, Candice Huffine, Marquita Pring, Georgia Pratt, 
Precious Lee, Jocelyn Corona, Saffi Karina, Sabina Karlsson, 
Alessandra Garcia-Lorido, & Michelle Olson. 
Michael Kors Fall 2017
Ashley Graham. Chromat Iskra Lawrence, Sabina Karlsson, Victoria 
Gomez, Denise Bidot, Priscilla Huggins Ortiz.  
Tome Fall 2017
Marquita Pring, Candice Huffine, Georgia Pratt.  
Prabal Gurung Fall 2017
Marquita Pring, Candice Huffine.  
Oak Fall 2017
Katy Syme, Stella Duval.  
Tracy Reese Fall 2017
Melissa Koole.  
J.Crew Fall 2017
Sabina Karlsson. 2

Various brands and the media are championing normalizing bodies 
without problematizing them.  Forever 21 is increasingly pledging to 
serve the plus size community’s fashion demands.  Refinery29 has 
implemented #WeAreThe67, pledging to accurately represent plus 
size in their reporting.  Additionaly, as televison and popular culture 
include plus sized women and men in their storylines, such as Chrissy 
Metz in This is Us,  ‘plus sized bodies’ are further destigmatized. 
CURVYcon in NYC brings together fashion industry professionals 
to discuss all things plus size and promote body positivity.  

Plus Size in Pop Culture:

Plus Size Models on the Runway:
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1. http://blog.thatagency.com/how-influencers-are-changing-the-world-of-advertising
2. https://www.glamour.com/gallery/plus-size-models-who-walked-at-fall-2017-new-york-fashion-week
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COMPETITIVE landscape
Major retailers have lagged behind in offering products for the plus size consumer.  The current retail landscape is a very frustrating space 
for the plus size woman, with many retailers and department stores largely not offering any selection at all, or a very limited selection in 
outdated colors and styles. So, who are the key players in this space?

The Current Landscape
Nordstrom is impacting the plus landscape by testing out a commitment to size inclusivity with how it’s store is physically merchandised, 
as well as calling upon top brands (their own private label brands included) to offer more items in sizes 14, 16, and 18.  The retailer 
plans to offer extended sizes for about 40 brands this winter, and 60 brands by next year.  JCPenney and Target have also joined the size 
inclusivity movement with their own plus lines in an effort to capture part of the plus market. 1

Good American 
captures the highest post 

engagement, with just 
under 750K, followed 
by Forever21 Plus and 
Torrid, both with over 

280K post engagements. 

The future of plus requires less reliance on sample sizes, and for big, fast fashion retailers to provide plus sizing.  Brands and retailers are 
tentative to enter the market, as manufacteuring plus can be cost prohibitive. Yet, as the average US woman wears a size 16, there is 
demand and vast white space opportunity in special sizing, a mostly untouched market. 

The Future of Plus

1.  (http://fortune.com/2017/10/02/nordstrom-plus-size/).
*.   The above are brands that carry a plus sized line.
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MADE TO ORDER & subscription
Frustrated plus size consumers have turned to new methods of shopping, 
as they are largely unable to find stylish & on-trend plus clothing.  This 
frustration has given rise to subscription/box services, where services 
partner with top plus brands in the market to curate a personalized box 
to send to each client, as well as made-to-order services.  

Consumers are turning to made-to-order companies to design items in styles and cuts that perfectly fit their body shape. Not 
only does this guarantee a fit, it also helps reduce waste in a waste-laden industry. This method helps maximize profits since 
made-to-measure styles aren’t a year behind as with many plus clothing items now.  Companies like Eshakti, Numari, Lurap, 
and Plus Equals are leading the way in customizable special sizes shopping and expanding options for the plus consumer.

These services send a number of items to the client to try on at home, and the client can keep what fits and what she likes, 
returning the rest and only being charged for what she keeps. These types of services have become increasingly popular, and 
it’s no surprise then that StitchFix, a subscription service, has the highest social media fan count for all plus size retailers/brands.

While StitchFix, Lane 
Bryant, and AdoreMe 

all have the highest fan 
count, all more than 
2 million each, with 

most fans coming from 
Facebook, none make 
it into the top three for 
highest engagement or 

social actions. 

Subscription / Box Services

Made to Order

https://app.trendalytics.co/#/brand/stitchfix


1. Changing Lexicon
Plus size consumers and influencers demanding brands to incorporate more inclusive language has 
led to popular new terms like ‘curve’, ‘thick’ and ‘full’. The term ‘curve’ drives more social buzz than 
the term ‘plus size’. Posts mentioning ‘curvy jeans’ have 27x more engagement than posts mentioning 
‘plus size’ jeans. 

2.  Analyzing Trends 
In general, trends in the plus size apparel market lag six to twelve months behind the corresponding 
trends curves in the missy market. Additionally, plus size trends tend to exhibit significantly lower 
AURs and higher discounted rates than trends in the missy market. 

3. Influencer Craze
Key players like Jordyn Woods, Nabela Noor and Amina Mucciolo generate social buzz on posts that 
they’re mentioned in that outpace their own social media followings. While these established players 
have loyal following on Facebook and Instagram, rising stars such as Hunter McGrady and Gabriella 
Lascano have fans exclusively on Instagram.

4. Marketing - Making Headlines
Big-name beauty brands like Glossier, Sephora, Fenty Beauty and L’Oreal recently featured plus size 
models in their campaigns. High-street fashion labels like Michael Kors and Christian Siriano featured 
several plus size models in their Fall 2017 shows. 

5. New Business Models 
The lack of availability of trendy plus size clothing at traditional retailers and brands has led to several 
subscription service and made-to-order businesses to find success in the space. StitchFix, a subscrip-
tion service, has the highest fan count of all plus size for all plus size brands/retailers. 

6. Competitive Landscape
The current competitive landscape offers limited product in even more limited sizing assortments 
for the plus size consumer. Although progress is being made, major white space opportunity exists 
among vertical brands and retailers, especially in the luxury market.

KEY takeaways
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MARRYING THE ART AND SCIENCE OF COMMERCE
For more information visit trendalytics.co

FURTHER analysis
Trendalytics clients can use these resources to stay on the pulse of plus size trends.

1. Ashley Graham 
2. Ash Alexiss 
3. Iskra Lawrence 
4. Jordyn Woods 
5. Tess Holliday 
6. Nadia Aboulhosn 
7. Chasity Garner (Garner Style)
8. Lilli Luxe 
9. Gabi Gregg (Gabi Fresh) 
10. Tanesha Awasthi (Girl With 

Curves)  

1. Ashley Graham 
2. Jordyn Woods 
3. Iskra Lawrence 
4. Tess Holliday 
5. Lilli Luxe 
6. Ash Alexis 
7. Barbie Ferreira Knox 
8. Nadia Aboulhosn
9. Nabela Noor 
10. Amina Mucciolo  

Top Plus Influencers 
(ranked by fan count / followers)

Top Plus Influencers 
(ranked by social actions/post)

Top Plus Trends 
(in order of search growth)

1. Choker Top
2. Bell Sleeve Top
3. Ruffle Dress
4. Tracksuit
5. Cold Shoulder Dress

Top 5 Plus Retailers / Brands 
(ranked by total social actions)*
1. Ellos
2. Good American
3. Avenue
4. Addition Elle
5. X-Two

Top 5 Plus Retailers / Brands
 (ranked by total post engagement)
1. Good American
2. Forever21 Plus
3. Torrid
4. Rue107
5. Babes and Felines

Top 5 Plus Retailers / Brands 
(ranked by social actions per post)

1. X-Two
2. Good American
3. Addition Elle
4. Marina Rinaldi
5. 11 Honore

* Social actions = Comments, Likes, Shares

Visit https://www.trendalytics.co/learn-more/ to request access to the full report & 
have our team of experienced retail professionals provide a custom assessment of 

how you can integrate data analytics into your workflow.
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